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Properties and Reclamation of 
Coal Refuse Disposal Areas

Coal Refuse 

Disposal Area
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What’s this stuff called?
• Coal refuse – mine engineers
• Coal waste – regulators and scientists
• Gob pile – most common non-technical name
• Colliery spoil – if you’re a Brit
• Culm – if you’re from Pennsylvania Anthracite belt
• Slate dump – if you’re a local miner
• Mine dump – also a local term for abandoned side 

hill piles
• Refuge – if you’re from Grundy
• Red Dog – if the pile has burned

Coal Processing Wastes

• Up to 50% of run-of-mine coal from Appalachian 
deep mines reports to coal waste disposal piles

• In Virginia alone, we have over 5000 ha of active 
and abandoned coal refuse piles.

• The vast majority of Appalachian coal refuse is 
potentially acidic with an average lime 
requirement of > 10 tons per 1000 (= tons of lime 
requirement per acre per 6”). 
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200 ha coarse coal refuse disposal facility near Pound Virginia. No 
topsoil was set aside for reclamation of this facility. 

Fine coal slurry (< 1 mm) from the fine coal cleaning circuit is
typically impounded behind a dam of coarse refuse. These cells 
usually are found high and to the rear of the valley fills to 
minimize catastrophic effects of dam failures. 
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Complex sulfate 
salts and AMD

Coal waste
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The vast majority of coal refuse fills in 
the Appalachians are net acid forming 
and generate AMD which is treated 
with chemicals and passive systems.

Challenging Properties

• Inherent Variability. As Barry Stewart once 
said: Lee, this stuff is just consistently variable!

• Steep slopes and black color combine to 
generate severe heat loads, especially on S-
facing slopes.

• Potential acidity and AMD generation.
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Challenging Properties

• Spontaneous combustion: pyrite oxidation is 
exothermic and the piles contain large amounts 
of combustible C!

• Sulfides begin to oxide in the presence of oxygen 
and water.

• High S coals have been known to combust in 
coal cars following heavy rains in hot weather.

• Most modern coal refuse fires are accidental or 
arson.

• Modern compacted piles do not combust due to 
limited oxygen flows.

Burning pile in Pennsylvania with “red dog” exposed on low slopes.
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Burning pile in Shanxi Province, China. These houses are 
occupied by miners and families.

Another local pile in Shanxi actively burning under houses. The 
local workers here were attempting to put the fire out by infiltrating 
water into these shallow pits. What’s wrong with this approach?
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Challenging Properties
• Low fertility and P-fixation potentials 

from rapidly forming Fe and Al oxides.

• Very low water holding and common 
compaction combine to limit rooting 
depth.

• Processing surfactants may actually make 
the surface hydrophobic, and fills are 
compacted for fill stability and to exclude 
oxygen to limit combustion.
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Three year-old 
seeding on acid 
forming refuse in 
West Virginia 
failing due to 
excess salts, low P 
and low water 
holding capacity 
and rooting depth.

The soil pH here 
was 4.5, not 
directly limiting. 

Revegetation Issues
• Very few coal refuse disposal facilities have 

stored sufficient topsoil or suitable spoil 
materials to cover these piles for 
revegetation.

• Current federal and state regulations allow 
direct seeding, but only with sufficient 
proof of concept and appropriate testing of 
the refuse materials.
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Incorporation of 45 Mg/ha 
lime on sulfidic coal waste 
materials.

In addition to adequate lime, direct seedings need heavy P to offset 
fixation losses. We also believe the P limits S oxidation and salt 
evolution in these moderately acid forming materials.

Direct seeding in Wise Co.; P.A. = -6 tons/1000 tons.
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Effects of 10 Mg/ha Lime plus 
50 Mg/ha Papermill Sludge on 
Acidic Coal Refuse

Wise Co. coal refuse with P.A. = -15 tons/1000.

33% volumetric addition of 
alkaline fly ash to acidic coal 
refuse.
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Topsoil thickness trials being installed in Wise Co. Soil cover was 
varied from 0 to 1 m with and without 25 Mg/ha lime at contact.

After two years, 
trenches were ripped up 
the limed and non-
limed sides of each 
wedge to observe 
rooting vs. subsoil 
properties.

Note very limited 
growth on bare waste, 
but rapid increase in 
cover and vigor with 
very limited (15 cm) soil 
covers with lime at 
soil/refuse contact.
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Direct seeding results after 3 years with lime, high P and 80 Mg/ha 
biosolids and acid/salt tolerant seed mix. The tall plants are native 
annual invading into the plots.
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Coal Waste Revegetation Criteria 
Daniels et al., 2000, Agronomy Mono # 41

• Where liming is practical (PA < 50 Mg/ha and 
slopes < 25%), direct seeding is feasible with 
heavy P (400 kg/ha) and mulch applications, and 
via the use of acid/salt tolerant species like 
Festuca rubra, etc.

• Additional organic amendment with biosolids or 
composts is highly recommended at > 100 Mg/ha, 
incorporated.

Coal Waste Revegetation Criteria 
Daniels et al., 2000, Agronomy Mono # 41

• Coal refuse materials with PA > 50 tons 
per 1000 will require soil or spoil covers 
of up to 0.5 m depending on acidity. 
Adding a lime “blanket” at the refuse/soil 
contact significantly decreases the 
thickness requirements. 
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Unfortunately, surface revegetation efforts per se seldom have any 
lasting effect on the discharge of acidic drainage from pyritic waste 
piles! Simply limiting O2 to the bulk pile is not enough!


